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 Some students from Marist Regional College 
have been caught stealing meat pies, sausage 
rolls and icy poles from the school canteen. 
Names of the offending students cannot be 
published due to legal reasons.
Alleged students have casually walked through 
the crowded canteen lines and quickly placed 
whatever food into their blazer or short pockets. 
Something that is more extreme is on, 21/7/11 a 
young boy came into the school canteen pla-
ying a soft song on his guitar singing sweetly to 
the canteen lady. While he was pretending to be 
sweet, he slyly placed 32 icy poles into his guitar 
and casually strolled out the door.  The canteen 
manager suspected that he was hiding some-
thing especially with the sly looks that he was 
giving. She ran out the door and caught him 
with 32 icy poles stacked in his guitar. 
 “This behaviour is purely disgusting. Unfortuna-
tely, there is not much we can do about it these 
days. The suspect sometimes offers to pay dou-
ble for the stolen items, or we just send a letter 
home to their parents or may even ban them 
from the canteen.” A reliable source said. 
Research shows that some people steal due to 
a lack of self-control, others steal because their 
friends do it or because they might have been 
dared into doing it. It seems a trend these days 
that kids don’t care about rules. They steal be-
cause they think they can get away with it. 

A student welfare officer believes that stealing 
causes a whole bunch of problems for both the 
accused student and for the school itself. The 
perpetrator of the crime could be banned from 
where the incident happened or in a bigger 
situation, could be arrested.  It has so many 
consequences because it affects everyone in the 
school community.
The College student welfare officer Karina 
Whitcombe has counselled the students on this 
issue and has encourage the students that if 
they know someone who steals, they shouldn’t 
just shrug it off.  “You can tell the person that 
stealing is wrong, it’s a good idea to tell a parent, 
teacher, counsellor, or adult you trust. Then lea-
ve it up to the adult to decide how to handle the 
situation.” She advised.  
A spokesman for the College said that at this 
stage the Colleges canteen has not seen a big 
effect on their profit. But saying this, it is only 
the early stages in the year the spokesman said.  
“If this keeps on happening there may be some 
trouble in the canteens profit by the end of 
term three” Another reliable source was quoted, 
“Of course we need to do something about it 
before it grows into a big issue, maybe us can-
teen ladies need to be more aware that this is 
happening and keep an eye out more closely.”  
Penalties for the students in question will be 
announced shortly.
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